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1. INTRODUCTION 
The solvability of boundary value problems of the form 
Au + f(u) = g(x) in ~, u(x) = 0 on Of~, (1.1) 
where tq is a smooth bounded region in R N, N > 3, and A is the Laplacian operator, depends 
on the growth of the nonlinearity f . We say that f grows subcritically if there exists 
q e (1, (N + 2)/(N - 2)) 
such that lim supl~l_.~o I f (u ) l / lu l  q < ~.  If limt~l~=(lf(u)[/lu] (N+2)/(N-2)) ~R then we say that 
f grows critically. In order to apply to this problem compactness techniques uch as those 
derived from the imbedding properties of the Sobolev spaces (see [1]) one realizes that f must 
grow subcritically. Moreover, in [2], Pohozaev showed results for the subcritical case that do 
not extend to the critical case. Here we show, in particular, the existence of large positive solu- 
tions for small values of g when f grows critically, which is not the case when f grows subcriti- 
cally. For related problems with critical exponents the reader is referred to [3-8]. 
From now on we consider the boundary value problem (1.1) when f~ is the unit ball in R N, 
f(u) = lulPu with p = 4/ (N-  2), and g(x) ~ -2  e R. Our main result is the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a continuous function F: (0, oo) ~ (0, oo) such that u is a positive 
solution to (1.1) if and only if ,t = F(u(O)). I f  u~ and u2 are positive solutions to (1.1) with 
ul(0) = u2(0) then Ul - u2. Moreover, l imd~oF(d) = O, limd~=F(d) = 0, and there exists 
2 0 > 0 such that if 0 < 2 < 2 o then (1.1) has exactly two solutions. In particular, [(2, u); u > 0, 
u satisfies (1.1)] is connected. 
The classical work of Gidas et al. [7] tells us that positive solutions in f~ are radially 
symmetric. This allows us to shift our study to the ordinary differential equation 
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N-1  
u"+- -u '+ lu}Vu+2=O,  r e (0, 1), (1.2) 
r 
u'(0) = 0, (1.3) 
u(1) = 0. (1.4) 
Instead of considering directly this boundary value problem we study u(r, 2, d), the solution to 
the initial value problem (1.2), (1.3), and 
u(0) = d. (1.5) 
In order to prove theorem 1 we establish that u×(1,)~, d )< 0 and that for d > 0 large, 
Ud(1, 2, d) < 0 when u(., ~., d) satisfies (1.2), (1.3), (1.4). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
First we establish "Pohazaev identity" (see [2, 9]) for the initial value problem (1.2), (1.3), 
(1.5). Given d e R, and ;~ e R, define 
(u'(r, 2, d)) 2 (u(r, 2, d)) v+2 
E(r, 2, d) - + + 2u(r, 2, d). (2.1) 
2 p+2 
LEMMA 2. Let u(r, 2, d) be a solution to (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5). If 0 _< ~ _< r, then 
where 
rN_ 1H(r ) (r_)N - 1H(r_ ) N + 2 f 'r - = - -  2sN-~u(s) ds, 
2 J 
N-2  
H(r) = rE(r) + ~ u(r, 2, d)u'(r,  2, d). 
(2.2) 
Proof. Multiplying (1.2) by rNu'(r) and integrating over [?, r], we obtain, 
I sN-' N[ " '  rNE(r) = J* ( \P+ ~ + 2 - (u'(s)) 2 ds + (r-)NE(~). (2.3) 
Similarly, multiplying (1.2) by rN-Xu(r) and integrating over [?, r] we infer, 
f r f r SN-l(U'(S))Z ds = u'(r)u(r)r N-I - u'(~u(r--)(r-) s-1 + sN-I(UP+E(S) + ,~U)ds. (2.4) 
Replacing (2.4) in (2.3), we obtain (2.2). This completes the proof. 
Taking ~ = 0 in (2.2) we get 
I r N + 2 t~sN-lu(s) ds - rN(u'(r))2 rN(uv+2(r)) r N- 2 jo 2 + p+2 + rU2u(r) + lu'(r)u(r). (2.5) 
COROLLARY 3. The problem (1.1) has no nonnegative solutions for 2 _< 0. 
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Proof. Taking ? = 0, r = 1 in (2.2) we obtain 
i r (u'(1))_____~ 2 = N__+ 2 ~.s~-~u(s) ds. (2.6) 
2 2 o 
Since u is positive, (2.6) yields (u'(1)) 2 N 0 for X __ 0. Hence, u -- 0. This completes the proof.  
Now, for a positive solution u of  (1.1), we define the function 
ru'(r) 
h(r) - u(r) ' r ~ [0, 1). (2.7) 
Clearly, h is continuous, and h(0) = 0. Since u(l) = 0, we see that lim h(r) = oo. Further- 
r~ l -  
more, h is an increasing function. Indeed, 
-u'(r)u(r)  - ru(r)u"(r) + r(u'(r)) z 
h'(r) = (u(r)) 2 (2.8) 
Substituting (1.2) in (2.8) we have, 
(N -  2)u'(r)u(r) - rup+2(r) + r2u(r) + r(u'(r)) z 
h'(r) = (u(r)) 2 (2.9) 
Combining (2.5) and (2.9) we have, 
,;t(N + 2)rl-U~rosU-lu(s)ds - r;tu(r) + (1 - 2/ (p  + 2))ruP+Z(r) 
h'(r) = (u(r)) 2 (2.10) 
Since u is a decreasing function, it follows from (2.10) that 
(1 - 2/ (p  + 2))rup+2(r) + (2/N)2ru(r) 
h'(r) >__ (u(r)) 2 
>_ 1 2 ruP(r) + ~2ru( r )  = -~ruP(r) > 0. (2.11) 
P+ 
LEMMA 4. I f  U is a positive solution to (1.1), then there exists M o > 0 and a unique ~ e (0, 1) 
such that--u(r-) = Mo ?-2/p. Moreover, if 0 < M < Mo then there exists exactly two numbers 
r 1 , r 2 e (0, 1) such that u( r i )  = M(ri) -2/p, i = 1, 2. 
Proof. Let ? c [0, 1] be such that Mo = max[u(r)r 2Iv : r ~ [0, 1]} = //(F~r 2/p. Thus, the graph 
of u is tangent o the graph of Mo r-2/p, at Y, and u(r) < Mo r-2/p for all r c [0, 1]. 
Now for M < M 0 we show that the graph of  u intersects the graph of  Mr -2/p at exactly two 
points. Suppose 0 < r~ < r 2 < r 3 < 1 are the first three numbers such that u(r~) = Mr~ -z/a, 
i = 1,2, 3. Since u is a decreasing function, u(rl) < u(r2) < u(r3). Let Z = Mr -2/p, then, we 
have Z(r2) = u(r2), Z'(r2) > u'(rz), Z(r3) = u(r3), and Z'(r3) < u'(r3). Hence, 
-r3u'(r3) -r3Z'(r3) 2 
h(r3) - u(r3 ) < Z(r3 ) P 
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and, 
-r2u'(rz) -r2Z'(r2) 2 
h(rz) - u(r2 ) > Z(r2 ) P 
However, then h(rs) < h(rz) with r 2 < r s , which contradicts that h is an increasing function 
(see (2.11)). Assuming that u(r-)?2/P= u(~?2/P= M o we see that h(r-)= h(r")= 2/p which 
contradicts that h is an increasing function. Hence, ? is unique. 
From (2.5) and the quadratic formula we obtain, 
1 N - 2 u(r) + (2.12) ru'(r) - ~ _ -~ A(r), 
where 
A(r) = I (N -  2)2u2(r) - - -  IflsN-ItI(s) dsI 1/2 8 2 r2up+2(r) - 8r2)~u(r) + 4(N + 2)2 r---~:~_ 2 
p+ 
(2.13) 
From (2.12) we have 
2 1 A(r) 
2 h(r)= 1 + - -  N -  - N -  2 u(r) 
Since h(0) = 0 and lim h(r) = oo we see from (2.14) that for r near zero 
r~ l -  
2 1 A(r) 
N -  2 h(r) = 1 N-  2 u(r) ' 
and for r near 1, 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
2 1 A(r) 
N -  2 h(r) = 1 + N~ u(r) (2.16) 
The fact that h is an increasing function together with (2.15), and (2.16) imply the existence of  
a unique ? such that (2/ (N - 2))h(~) = 1, that is, A(~) = 0. Since A(~) = 0 implies h(~) = 2/p 
and ~ is the only element in [0, 1] for which h(r) = 2/p we see that ~ = ?. Using that u(r") = 
Mo ~-2/p and integrating (2.11) on [0, r-] we obtain 
Mo <_ (N(N- -  2)) I/p. (2.17) 
LEMMA 5. I f  ~ is as above, then ~ _< O(d-P/2). 
Proof. Let r 0 = d -p/2, and put K 0 = r~uP(ro). We claim that Ko -> (1 - 1/4N) p. Indeed, 
since 
l r d p+l + 3. ,N rN-lu'(r) = -- SN-I(2 4- uP+I(s))d~ > r o - -  N ' 
it follows that u'(r) > - ( (d  p+I + 2)/N)r .  Integration over [0, to] yields 
d p+l + 3. d p+l + 2d_  p_  2N-  ld_  it d -P  
u(r o) >_ u(O) 2N r 2 = d 2N N 2N " 
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Thus, for A e [0, 1] and d large, g l /P ro  2/p = u(ro) > ((2N - 1)/3N)d. Hence, K~/p >__ 
(2N - 1)/3N and the claim is established. 
If ? _> d -p/z, then integrating (2/(N - 2))h'(r) over [ro, rq and using (2.11) we obtain 
Hence 
2 4 f _ 2 h(~) > - -h ( ro )  + Kor-Zrdr. 
1 N- - -~ -N-  2 N(N-  2) ro 
(~0) N(N-  2) 
In -< 4-K~ 
which proves lemma 5. 
< d_p /2  i /N(N - 2)'] or equivalently, _ exp~ a-~ / '  
LE~MA 6. If U is a solution to (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5), then 
2 N+2 
- du d (r) - 
p 2 
N-2  
- - ; tu×(r )  +- - - - -~u(r )  + ru'(r). (2.18) 
Proof. Let v(r) = fl-2/pu(r/fl, 2, d). Thus, 
N-  1 v' v p+I 1 (_~) 1 
U" + + = U" - - ' - -  r ~ + fll +2/p 
/ 
= ~ Utt + •2+2/p 
1 
-- /~2+2/p (--~t), 
which implies that v(r) = u(r, ~///~2+2/p d/fl2/p). Thus, for all fl > 0, 
u(r/fl, 2, d) = fl2/pu(r,  A/f12+ 2/p, d/fl). 
Differentiating (2.19) with respect o fl we obtain, for all r > 0, ~ > 0, d > 0, fl > 0, 
:p f l  P u~r, 2 d p)fl_ ux~r,_~W_~, fld ) 
/2d \  1 / 2 
-  TJ'- 
In particular, taking fl = 1, we obtain (2.18). This completes the proof. 
U t + U p+ 
r 
. ,, 1 U t -~- uP +1 
r Y~ 
(2.19) 
Substituting (2.12) in (2.18) we have 
1 N-  2dUd(r)_  N-  22u×(r) + (2.20) 2 ~ _ ~A(r). 
In (2.20) the "+"  sign is to be used on the interval [0, r"], and the " - "  sign on the interval (~, 1] 
(see (2.15) and (2.16)). The existence and uniqueness of the number ~ are due to the fact that 
h(r) = - ru ' /u  is an increasing function. 
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LE~ 7. I f  u is a positive solution to (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5) then 
1 r 2 
-~  <_ - - -  <_ u×(r,X,d) <- 0 for r e [0, 11. 
2N 2N 
Proof. Let z(r) = u×(r, A, d). Thus, 
N -1  
z" + - - z '  + (p + 1)lulPz + 1 = 0, z(0) = 0, 
r 
and z'(0) = 0. (2.21) 
Let G be defined by 
G(r) = ½(z')  2 + ½(p + 1)lulPz 2 + z. 
Di f fe rent ia t ing  (2.22) we obtain 
[ P l G' ( r )  = Z'Z" + (19 + 1) Iu Ip - I z  z'lul + -~u z + Z' 
1 (N -  1)(Z,) 2 + (p + 1)lulPu'z 2 <0,  
r 2 - 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
where we have used that u' _< 0. 
Suppose, there is an ? > 0 such that z(r') = 0. Then substituting in (2.22) yields G(r-) = 
½(z'(r')) 2 _ 0, contradicting the fact that G is a decreasing function. Therefore,  z < 0 on [0, 1]. 
However,  then 
f r i rN-lz'(r) = - SN-I(1 + (p + 1)lUlP(u)z)ds >_ sN-I Os 
0 0 
and, hence, z'(r) > - r /N .  Integrating over [0, r] we obtain 
r 2 r 2 1 
z(r) >_ z(O) 2N 2N - 2N"  
This completes the proof .  
F rom (2.20), lemma 7, and the definition of  ~ we obtain that 
w(r) = Ud(r, 2, d) > 0, for r e [0, rT. (2.24) 
LEMMA 8. I f  u(r2) = ((N - 2) /4(N + 2))l/Pr~ 2/p, with 0 < ~ _< r 2 < 1 then r z < O(d-p/2). 
Proof. Since 
N-  2 (h(r2) - h(O) = + 2) + O(r2+2/P)' 
and (u(r)) u >_ I ( (N  - 2)3/(N + 2))(1/r2), for r e (~, r2); f rom (2.11) we have 
~J 6N-4  (N -2)2  t'r2r_ 1 
N(-N + -2) + OtrZ+Z/P) >" ~- f f  + $) ~ dr. 
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Therefore, 
(~)  ~/N(N + 2) (6N-  4) 
In _< (N -- 2-~ = 6(N), 
that is, r2 - ? exp(6(N)). Since from lemma 5, ~ = O(d-p/2), we conclude that r2 = O(d-p/2). 
This completes the proof. 
Now we show that for d sufficiently large Ud(r2) < 0. Indeed, 
(2 )  N+2 1 
dUd(r2) = -2  ~ ux(rz) -- ~ A(r2), 
and since u×(r) _ - r2 /2N (see lemma 7) we have 
(2 )  AN+2 rz 2 
dUd(r2) <-- 2N 
[ _ , l /p ( (N-  2)3"~ 2/p 6N-4  (8 4(N + 2) ' ](  (N -  2)"~a/p 
- ~]'2 ~-~+ ~J N(N + 2) ~' \  N J \4 (N + 2),/ 
Simplifying the expression on the right we get 
dUd(r2) < 4N r2 
From lemma 8 we obtain 
and, hence, 
N2 2 _2/p['(N- 2)3"~ '/p / 6N-4  
r2 ~ ~(~ + -~J "~JN--~ + -2) + O(rt-2/P)" 
dua(r2) <_ )t ~ r~ - O(d) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
Ud(r2) <. -O(1) + O(d -1) < 0, for d sufficiently large. (2.27) 
From (2.24) and (2.27) we see that there exists an ? c (~, rz) such that 
ue(r-) = 0. (2.28) 
Let y(r) = r -(N-z)/2. A straightforward calculation shows that ~,"+ ( (N-1) / r )y '  + 
((N - 2)/2r)Z? = 0. Since Ud satisfies a linear differential equation, its zeros are nondegenerate. 
Since (p + 1)uP(r) <_ ((N - 2)2/4r 2) for r ~ [r2, 1), and ? is positive on (0, oo), by the Sturm 
comparison theorem (see [10]) we see that Ud(', 2, d) cannot have two zeros in Jr2, 1]. The next 
three lemmas are devoted to proving that Ud(', 2, d) < 0 in (rz, 1]. 
LEMMA 9. Let u be a positive solution to (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5). Then 
f' lira rN-lu(r, X, d) dr = 0. d~+oo 0 
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Proof. Let e > 0 be such that for r > ~ + g, (2/(N - 2))h(r) _> 1 + e (see (2.16)). Thus, 
u' 1 1 
- - ->  (1 +e) (N-2) - .  
L/ - -2  r 
Integrating this over [r 2, r] we get 
u(r) <_ U(r2)r(l/2)(l+O(N-2)r -0/2)0+0(N-2),  
which in turn gives that 
( ( iV-  2)3~ '/Pr((N_2)/2)er_((N_2)/2)o +e ) 
u(r) <_ \4 (N  + 2)} 
Therefore, 
and, hence, 
i ' ( (N  - 2)3~ 1/p i' r(~-~(N-2)):2 dr r2rN-'u(r) dr <_ ~,-~-+-~/ r~ ~-~((N-2':2'~ ,: 
r2rN-lu(r) dr<- \4 (N+2) /  2N-  (I +e) (N-2) '  
which tends to zero as d tends to +co, since r 2 ---, 0 as d ~ oo. Also, since 
r N- lu(r) dr < r~ = (d-p/2)N = 1__ d_(2+~/(N_2) 
o -N  N ' 
which tends to zero as d ~ + oo. We conclude that 
f l rN- lu(r )dr - rOasd- -*+oo.  
This completes the proof. 
LEM~ 10. If U is a positive solution to (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5) then 
f l rN-lU v+l dr O(q~). <_ o 
Proof. Taking r = 1 in Pohozaev's identity (2.5) we obtain 
(u'(l))2=~(N+2)llrN-lu(r)dr. 
Hence, 
( I '  r) 2 (3 '1 r) 2 r:V-luV+l d <_ rN-l()t + U v+l) d = (u'(1)) :~. 
o o 
This and lemma 9 yield 
r)- rN-luP+I d < ~.(N + 2) r~-lu(r) dr = 0(2). 
o o 
(2.29) 
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Thus we obtain 
which proves the lemma. 
f l rU-lu p+l dr <_ o(q-A), o 
LEMMA 11. If u(r, ~, d) is a positive solution to (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5) then for 2 e [0, 1] we have 
ux(r, r~__ A, d) + <- o()L p/(2(p+I))) 
and, hence, 
I r2 
lim u×(r,A,d) + ~ = O. d ~ +oo o~ 
Proof. From the definition of u× we have 
i Ux(r, 2, d) = _ s-N+~ rN-~(l + (p + 1)lulPu×)drds ,10 0 
r lr l - s -N+l rN-l(p + 1)lul~u×drds. (2.30) 
2N jo jo 
Since -u× _< 1/2N (see lemrna 7), from (2.30) we obtain that 
r2p+l f~ t '~ ux(t, 2, d) < - - -  + s -N+1 rU-luPdrds. 
- 2N ~-N- -  o o 
Hence, it suffices to show that J~ r N- ~u p dr --* 0 as d --* oo. Now by H61ders inequality we have 
rN-lu p dr < rN- lu  p dr <_ rN-lu p+I 
o o o 
Now using lemma lO we obtain that 
I 1 rN-1uP  dr O(,~P/(Z(P+ 1))). __< 0 
Therefore, 
I r I s /~- /  i r f s s -N+I  rN- l (p  + 1)UP(--UX) < S -N+I  rN- Iu  p dr = o()t p/(2(p+I))) 
do o dO o 
and, hence, u×(r) ~ - rZ /2N + o(~l p/(2(p+I))) which, in turn, implies 
ux(r, r~____N ® A, d) + <- o(~tp/(2(p+I))), 
thus, completing the proof. 
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Now we show that ua(l, 2, d) # 0. Consider the initial value problem (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5) 
for 2 = 0. That is 
N -1  
v" + - - v '  + IvlVv = 0, (2.31) 
r 
v(0) = d and v'(0) = 0. (2.32) 
That is we denote u(r, d, 0) by v(r, d) .  From Pohozaev's identity (2.5) and the quadratic 
formula we obtain 
N-2  N-2  [ 4r 2 
v' - - -  v - -  v%] 1 v p (2.33) 
2r 2r N(N-  2) 
for all r > ~ = K 1 d-P/2,  where K i is a constant independent of d (see lemma 5). Also, given an 
t > 0, there exists a constant//2 independent of d such that for r > k2d -p/2 we have 
2 
r2v p <-- c. (2.34) 
N(N-  2) 
Substituting (2.34) in (2.33) we get 
V 
v'(r) <_ -a - ,  (2.35) 
r 
where a = ½(N - 2)(1 + ~/~ - t). Integrating this over [r, 1] we obtain 
From this we infer 
v(r) >_ v(1)r -°.  (2.36) 
l l _> (N - - (2.37) FN- I v( F) dr iT)-  lV(1)[1 (kd-p/2)S-o] .  
kd -p/2 
Thus, by choosing e small enough and d large enough we get 
i i _> v(l)r, (2.38) rN-  l v( r) dr 
0 
with r < ½ but arbitrarily close to ½. Suppose now that Ud(1, 2, d) = 0. Then using the mean 
value theorem we obtain 
v(1) = u(1,0, d) = u(1, 2, d) - 2ux(l, ~., d) 
for some ~. e [0, 2]. From lemma 11 and the fact that u(1, 2, d) = 0, we obtain 
v(1)= A(~------o(2p/(2(i+P)))). (2.39) 
From lemma 11 and the rescaling equation in (2.18), we obtain 
u'(1, d, Z) = 2 - ~-~ + 0(2 "/(2(1 +P))) . (2.40) 
Semilinear elliptic problem with critical exponent 
From Pohozaev's identity and (2.5) we have 
,/ i' u'(1, d, 2) = - 2(N + 2) rN-lu(r) dr, o 
and by the mean value theorem and lemma 3 we get 
~ r2 u(r, 2, d) >- v(r, d) - ~ . 
Combining (2.40) and (2.41) we obtain 
That is, 
I l {N  + 2 2"~2(1__L__ ) 
2(N + 2) 0 rN-lu(r) dr = ~ 2 // ~,4N 2 + °(2n/(Z(l+P))) " 
0 rN-lu(r) dr = ~- -~ j~-~ + o(2 p/(z(I+p))) • 
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(2.41) 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
On the other hand, from (2.38), (2.39) and (2.42) we obtain 
rN- lu ( r )  dr >_ r N-I (r) - ~r dr > v(1)r 
o o 2N(N + 2) 
~- 2 -- 0(2 p/(2(I+p))) T 2N(N + 2)" (2.44) 
Combining (2.43) and (2.44) we obtain 
(8z - 1)N 2 + (16z - 12)N-  4 (2.45) 
o(2P/ (2( I+P) ) )  >~ 16NZ(N + 2) 
Since r can be chosen arbitrarily close to ~, we see that the numerator of the right-hand side can 
be made arbitrarily close to 3N 2 - 4N - 4, which is positive for N > 3. Hence, (2.45) cannot 
hold for small values of ;t which is a contradiction. Thus, there exist D > 0 and A > 0 such that 
if u(' ,  2, d) is a positive solution to (1.2), (1.3), (1.5), 2 ~ (0, A) and d > D then 
ue(1, 2, d) < 0. (2.46) 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Since u×(1, 2, d) < 0 (see lemma 7), the implicit function theorem implies that if S is a 
connected component of 10-, d); u(1,2, d) = 0, u(r, 2, d) > 0 for all r ~ [0, 1]] then there exists 
a differentiable function F: (0, oo) ~ (0, oo) such that S = {(F(d), d); d e (0, oo)}. Integrating 
(1.2) on [0, 1] we see that -d  <_ -F(d)/2N. Hence, 
lim F(d) = 0. (3.1) 
d~0 
Let us see now that 
lim F(d) = 0. (3.2) 
d~oo 
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By lemma 9 we have l ima~ u(l /4,  F(d), d) = 0. Thus, if lim supa~o~F(d ) > 0 then for some 
sequence Idn] ~ oo we have [F(dn)/u(1/4,F(d),d)} ~ oo. Hence, because u(.,F(dn),dn) 
satisfies 
u" + + lulP + u- -0 ,  
r 
by the Sturm comparison theorem we see that u(',  F(d,), dD must have a zero in [1/4, 1). This 
contradicts that u(., F(dn), d~) is positive in (0, 1). Thus, (3.2) is proven. 
Since u(r, F(d), d) <_ d for all r • [0, 1], by the Sturm comparison theorem we see that for 
d > 0 small ua(r, F(d), d) > 0 for all r • [0, 1]. hence, by the implicit function theorem there 
exists ~ > 0 and an increasing differentiable function 0: (0, c~) ~ (0, oo) such that u( ' ,  2, d) is 
a solution to (1.2), (1.3), (1.5) if and only if d = 0(2). Thus, if S~ = [(F(d), d); d e (0, oo)] and 
S 2 = [(Fl(d), d); d e (0, oo)} are connected components of positive solutions to (1.2), (1.3), 
(1.5), by (3.1) we see that d = cb(F(d)) = cb(Fl(d)). Hence, F(d) = Fl(d) for d close to 0. 
Therefore, S~ = S 2, which proves that the set of positive solutions to (1.1) is connected. 
Differentiating u(1, 2(d), d)) = 0 with respect o d we obtain 
Ud(1, A(d), d)) + u×(1, ;t(d), d))" 2'(d) = 0. 
This, (2.46) and (3.2) imply that F is a decreasing function in (D, oo), which proves that for 
2 < F(D) the problem (1.1) has exactly one solution with u(0) > D. Since ~ is an increasing 
function, so is F. Thus, if 2 • (0, ~(~)) then (1.1) has exactly one small solution. Thus, if 
0 < ,~ < minl~/2, F(D), min[F(d); d • [6/2, F(D]}} then the problem (1.1) has exactly two 
positive solutions. 
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